I. Introduction
Let M = (px, ... ,pn) c N be an increasing sequence of integers. Let C,_n K]-be the space of continuous functions / on [-n, n] such that f(-n) = f(x). For every / e C,_n n, let FMf be the Fourier projection of /:
=4¿(£/; =i
The celebrated solution of the Littlewood conjecture (cf. [2] ) implies (cf. [3] ) (1) C1log(#^/)<||/v||<C2v/#M.
We use #M to denote the cardinality of M. Here and throughout this paper we use the letter C with subscripts to denote positive constants that do not depend on M.
It is also well known (cf. [1] , [3] ) that the lower and upper bounds in (1) are attained with M being an arithmetic and lacunary sequence, respectively: Proposition 1. There exist constants C3, C4, C5, C6 such that (a) if M is an arithmetic sequence then C3log(#M) < \\FM\\ < C4log(#M) (b) if M = (Xx, ... ,Xn) is such that (Xk + l)/Xk > 2 then C5V#M < \\FM\\ < C6V#M.
In the 1986 Edmonton conference on constructive approximation, Professor G. G. Lorentz posed the following:
Problem. Let 0 < a < ¿ be a real number. Exhibit a sequence of integers M = (px, ... ,pn, ...) so that \\FMJ\ x«"asfl-*oo, where Mn = (px,... ,pn).
In this note we solve the problem.
The idea of the construction is to combine the lacunary sequences and arithmetic progressions in such a way that the cardinality of the set of arithmetic sequences is sufficiently large to be a major factor in #Mn , while the cardinality of the lacunary sequence determines the norms of {FM }, thus achieving an arbitrary balance between the two.
For a positive number a we use [aj to denote the integer part of a. We will need the following simple estimates:
There exist constants C7(a), Cs(a), C9(a), Cxo(a) such that (For instance Xm = mm will do). We now construct the set M in an inductive manner. Choose px = Xx . On the nth step we introduce the first n available integers out of the set A (say Xm+X, ... ,Xm+r¡2 ) and include in addition ¿«+"' + 1' ¿m+"2+2,..., Am+"2 + L«aJ.
By (5) we have ¿m + "2+L"aJ <^ + "2+1-Now our set consists of a lacunary set (6) A" = (V--->Am+«2) of length (7) #A" = ¿¿2 
